Explore farther - Expand horizons - Expect tranquility

The Arkto Apex
Go the distance with the Arkto Apex, a multi-functional travel trailer designed to push the
boundaries of traditional camping and take you where you never thought possible.
The Apex has been constructed to maximize functionality and comfort, all with a compact
and light weight composite exterior design. Best of all, the Apex has been built for remote
off-road, backwoods and civilized camping, allowing you to explore nature the way it was
intended!
The Apex is manufactured with off-road capabilities, including axle-less independent
suspension, 21” ground clearance, aluminum under belly protection, and 32” all-terrain
tires.
In addition to a very functional outdoor kitchen, the Apex also offers industry leading
storage capacity for those looking to bring extra gear or the comforts of home on any
adventure.
Base Price - $42,500

Your Next Adventure Awaits!
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HIGHLIGHTS & INCLUDED FEATURES
Running Gear & Construction:
Galvanized steel frame - Laser cut and formed c-channel
17 x 8.5” Mayhem wheel with 265/70/R17 all-terrain tires
Timbren Axle-less HD suspension w/ 4” lift
Electric brakes
360 degree max coupler hitch
LED marker and brake lights
7-Pin trailer harness
Full composite walls, floor, and roof
R7.5 walls/roof
R8.8 floor
2250lbs dry weight

Interior:
95 sq ft of living space
Full queen bed + convertible bench bed (sleeps 3)
Interior eating area with multi-directional swivel table
Pop-up roof (6’9” interior height)

Cooking Area:
Fully functional outdoor slide-out kitchen
65L 12v Dual zone fridge / freezer
Dual burner gas stove
Sink & fold down faucet (hot and cold)
Cutlery drawer and secondary drawer storage
Dish drying rack
Large pantry
Fold down counter top

Additional Components (Included in Base Price)
270 degree awning
Outdoor shower and shower enclosure
Truma furnace/hot water heater (on demand)
144L fresh water storage
11lb propane tank
100ah 12v AGM battery (dual or lithium upgrade options)
30amp shore power plug
2000w inverter and charger
Solar ready w/ MPPT solar charge controller and outlet
Multiple USB and 110v receptacles
Spare tire and mount (optional)
Tongue box slide out drawer (optional)

